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Abstract-If p is a prime and I 2 1 then in Theorem 1 it is shown that the multinomial coefficient 
= 0 (modp’) if and only if $ [( 2 k!)/p’] 2 I where k/ is the residue of k, modpJ for 
,=I ,=I 
,j= l..... h with h = [log k /logp] and [ ] is the greatest integer function. By comparing running 
times necessary to reduce randomly generated multinomial coefficients, this method is shown to 
be computationally faster than the previously known methods. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Numerous papers have been written concerning various arithmetical properties of binomial 
and multinomial coefficients, for references see Dickson[4]. In particular a number of 
authors[l-81 and [lO-121 have studied the question of divisibility of binomial and multi- 
nomial coefficients by primes and prime powers. In [6] Fray considered the question of 
divisibility along with various other properties of multinomial and q-multinomial 
coefficients. 
In the present paper we present another method of determining whether an arbitrary 
multinomial coefficient is divisible by a given power of a fixed prime. Our method is based 
upon the calculation of residues modulo various powers of the prime. We also summarize 
the known methods and then compare these previously known procedures with our method. 
This comparison is accomplished by comparing the running times of each of the methods 
necessary to determine whether a large number of randomly generated multinomial 
coefficients are divisible by various prime powers. It will be seen that our, method is 
computationally faster than any of the previously known methods. Finally we make several 
general comments regarding the advantages and disadvantages of the various methods. 
Let p be a prime and I > 1 a positive integer. Let 
k 
( > k,, . . ., k 
=k!k,!...k,! be an 
arbitrary multinomial coefficient which counts the number of ways of choosing from a set 
of/i elements, k, elements of type i for i = 1, . . ., t where k = k, + . . . + k,. We consider the 
question of the divisibility of 
k 
c > ,k,, . , ., k, 
by p’ or equivalently whether 
k 
or nonzero modulo p’. 
( > 
k k is zero 
1, . ’ ., I 
2. KNOWN METHODS 
In this section we summarize the known methods for determining whether 
k 
i ) x- , . . h-, 
= 0 (mod p’). Let E&k!) denote the highest power of the prime p dividing k!. 
In [I?] Legendre showed that 
E&k!) = it k 
[I ,=I p’ 
37 
(2.1) 
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where [x] denotes the greatest integer in X. Hence z 0 (modp’) if and only if 
E&k!) - i E&k,!) 2 1. 
,=I 
(2.2) 
This algorithm is hereafter called Legendre’s first method. 
In what we call Legendre’s econd method, he showed that if k = a, + a,p + . . . + u,,p’” 
then E,,(k!)=(k-x)/@-l) where ~=a,+...+a,. Thus the multinomial coefficient 
k 
( > k,, . ., k, 
E 0 (modp’) if and only if (2.2) holds. 
Dickson[3] extended Kummer’s result [ 1 l] for the highest power of a prime dividing a 
binomial coefficient to multinomial coefficients. While Dickson’s method does not apply 
to prime powers, it none the less is of interest when 1 = 1. He showed that if 
k =u,+qp +. . +u,,,p”’ and k,=uoi+u,‘p +. . +am’pm for i = 1,. . ., t then 
k 
( 1 k,, . . ., k, 
+ 0 (modp) if and only if a, = f: a,‘. Moreover, extending to multinomial 
i=l 
coefficients the theorem of Lucas[l3] for binomial coefficients, Dickson showed that 
(k,, .k., k,) = fi(u;, .:‘., u;)(modp)’ 
In [6] Fray studied various properties of binomial, multinomial, and q-multinomial 
coefficients. In Theorem 3.10 he showed that 
k 
( > k,, . , ., k, 
E 0 (modp? if and only if 
E,f... +cm-, 21 where the E’S are determined as follows. Suppose 
k = a, + u,p + . . + ugm and k, = a,,’ + a,$ + . . . + umipm for i = 1, . ., t are the base p 
representations of k, k,, . . ., k,. We then choose each E, in the range 0, 1,. ., t - 1 so that 
the following system of equations holds 
.()I + . . + a,’ = .5@ + a, 
6, + Ul’ + . . . + a,’ = tgJ + a, 
Em_? + a;-2 + . . . + ah-2 = cm-g + u,_z 
3. A NEW METHOD 
Our method is based upon calculation of the residues of k,, . ., k, modulo various 
powers of p. In particular for i = 1, . ., t let k{ denote the residue of k, modulo p’ for 
j=I,..., h where p” 5 k <ph+’ so that h = [log k/logp]. 
THEOREM 1 
The multinomial coefficient 3 0 (modp? if and only if 
If I= 1 we have 
COROLLARY 2 
The multinomial coefficient 
I 
z 0 (modp) if and only if for some 
.j= I,.... 11 1 k/>pJ. 
I=, 
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Proof. IfphIk <p h+ ’ then by (2.1) the highest power of p dividing 
Suppose by the division algorithm that for a fixed j = 1, . . ., h k, = 6,pJ + k; for 
i=l,...,tso that 
[(.=I I)/ ] [(i=l i kJ P’ = i (k.-6,pJ~)~pJ]=[~.--,6,]. (3.1) 
Clearly if a is real and a is an integer then [a + a] = [a] + a so that (3.1) becomes 
Thus upon summing 
$,([+I - $1) =‘q(i kypJl 
so that z 0 (modpq if and only if 
To prove Corollary 2 we note that 
if and only if for some j = 1, . . ., h $, kj 2 p. 
I=1 
In actual practice our procedure can be applied very easily. For example, if p = 5 and 
I= 1 then (11 yi ,4) E 0 (mod 5) since ki + k: + k: = 1 + 2 + 4 2 5. The worst case 
occurs when the multinomial coefficient is non-zero modulo p in which case we must 
consider h = [log k/logp] sets of residues. For example, if p = 5, 1 = 1, and 
the multinomial coefficient under consideration then 
k;-tk:+k:=1+0+1<5 
kf+k:+k:= 1+ lO+ 1 <25 
so that 
31 ( 1 26, 10. 1 + 0 (mod 5). However since most multinomial coefficients are divisible 
by a given prime. in most cases we will not have to consider all h sets of residues. 
In an attempt to determine the best method computationally. the authors randomly 
generated 100.000 multinomial coefficients 
k 
( 1 li,, . ., k, 
with p I k I l,OOO,OOO. This same 
set of coefficients was then reduced modulo p’ by each of the five methods for 
p = 5.17.113,8 11 and 5003 and all I such that p’ I 1 .OOO,OOO while for p = 2, I was restricted 
to the range 1 I I I 5. The numbers in Table 1 represent he actual time in seconds spent 
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Table I 
P 1 Legendre 1 Legendre 2 Dickson rrav !‘arci”-?u:lz” 
2 1 162.17 181.31 
2 2 161.24 181.98 
2 3 161.28 182.62 
2 4 161.22 182.58 
2 5 161.17 181.94 
5 1 67.99 86.95 
5 2 68.84 95.60 
5 3 68.99 85.64 
5 4 68.64 85.76 
5 5 67.94 85.87 
5 6 68.38 85.83 
5 7 68.13 85.71 
5 a 68.22 85.63 
17 1 36.02 54.19 
17 2 36.05 53.57 
17 3 36.05 53.78 
17 4 36.05 53.70 
113 1 20.69 36.73 
113 2 20.92 36.59 
811 1 20.68 29.04 
811 2 21.40 28.84 
5003 1 13.38 27.53 
27.48 
16.28 
13.54 
11.96 
10.89 
10.45 
303.35 
306.8: 
306.43 
306.09 
304.;3 
138.05 
138.59 
13i.18 
136.95 
136.97 
136.98 
137.33 
137.00 
83.42 
82.67 
82.61 
82.72 
51.37 
51.25 
36.26 
36.37 
35.15 
21.57 
39.10 
49.93 
50.1: 
65.71 
14.57 
30.10 
39.02 
46.24 
51.86 
55.92 
58.96 
61.25 
x.84 
25.63 
31.14 
34.06 
10.26 
20.18 
10.1: 
16.03 
10.15 
in the reduction process excluding the time used to generate the random coefficients. All 
calculations were performed on an IBM 370/3033 computer. 
As can be readily observed from Table 1, our method requires less time than any of 
the previously known methods. In fact the smaller the prime, the better the ratio between 
our process and the others. Clearly the main disadvantage of the methods of Legendre, 
Dickson and Fray is the need to first write the numbers in base p. 
It is clear from the method and also from Table 1 that for a fixed prime, the Fray 
method requires nearly the same amount of time regardless of the value of 1. The same 
comment also holds for each of Legendre’s methods. However in our method, it can be 
seen from the table that for a given prime, the time increases at a decreasing rate as the 
value of I increases. 
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